Resources for Learning Nvivo8

Online Resources

Getting Started Guide from QSR website:

Tutorials from QSR website:

Tutorials for Lyn Richards’ book *Handling Qualitative Data, 2nd edition*:
Whole pdf document: http://www.lynrichards.org/HQD_Tutorials.htm
Chapter by chapter: http://www.sagepub.co.uk/richards/

Books


Qualitative methods


Sage series on qualitative research methods

The following are selected publications in the Sage series. For the full selection, please visit the Velma Denning Room. The series have call numbers that begin with [H62.Q354].


Note: All of these books and manuals are available on a non-circulating basis in the Velma Denning Room (Room 120F in the Bing Wing of Green Library).
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